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Whole Numbers 

Level 3 – Ex 2 

 
1. There are some chicken pies and 1356 sardine puffs for sale. The chicken pies are 

packed into 136 boxes with 8 pies in each box. How many more sardine puffs than chicken 

pies are there? 

2. The cost of 3 soccer balls and 3 rubber balls is $72. The cost of 1 soccer ball is 3 times 

the cost of a rubber ball. Find the cost of 1 soccer ball. 

3. Peter has some $2 and $5-notes. There are 20 pieces of notes altogether. The total 

value of the notes is $58. How many $5-notes does Peter have? 

4. Simon and Jason had the same number of stickers. If Simon gave away 21 of his stickers 

and Jason gave away 6 of his stickers, Jason wold have 4 times as many stickers as 

Simon. How many stickers did each boy have in the end? 

5. Mr Lim spent $359 on 21 adults and children tickets for a concert. An adult ticket cost 

$27 and a child’s ticket cost $11. How many adult tickets did he buy? 

6. Meiling had 480 more spoons than Edwin. If she gave 20 spoons to Edwin, she would 

have thrice as many spoons as Edwin. How many spoons did Meiling have at first? 

7. Mr Mahmud bought a refrigerator at $1658. After paying a deposit, he paid the rest at a 

monthly instalment of $56 for 2 years. How much was the deposit paid by Mr Mahmud? 

8. The total mass of Metal X and Metal Y is 43kg. The total mass of 5 such Metal X, 3 

such Metal Y and a metal bar is 199 kg. If the total mass of 1 Metal X and the metal bar is 

55 kg, find the mass of the metal bar. 
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